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Atlantis, Apollo & Apollo Plus

|    Exceptional Experience

Established in 1983, Maytronics  
is celebrating 30 years as a pioneer 
and global leader in automatic pool 
cleaning technology. Sold worldwide 
in over 40 countries around the globe, 
Maytronics’ line of Dolphin robotic 
cleaners continues to set the standard 
for performance, efficiency,  
and technological innovation.

The latest generation of Dolphin 
robots has been internationally 
recognized as the cutting edge of 
pool cleaning technology, with an 
unmatched set of patented features 
paired with Dolphin’s legendary 
performance driven technology.

APollo PluSAPolloATlAnTiS

60 feet60 feet60 feetCabel length

1/2.5 hours2.5 hours3 hoursCycle time

PPPWall climbing

PPWater line scrubbing

PPPWeekly timer

PPFull filter indicator

Yes - basicRemote control

Fine porosity filter bag  
collects both fine particles  

and large debris

Fine porosity filter bag  
collects both fine particles  

and large debris

Fine porosity filter bag  
collects both fine particles  

and large debris
Filter type

BottomBottomBottomFilter access

PPCaddy

36 month 
 bumper–to-bumper

24 month 
 bumper–to-bumper

24 month 
 bumper–to-bumper

Warranty

The Atlantis, Apollo & Apollo Plus are manufactured for sale by professional  
pool and spa retailers. They are not intended for sale online. no Dolphin  
warranty coverage will be provided for Atlantis, Apollo & Apollo Plus units 
purchased over the internet.

www.maytronicsus.com 
info@maytronicsus.com 
Tel: 1-888-Dolphin / 770-613-5050 
Fax: 770-613-5099

About 
Maytronics Robotic Pool Cleaners

|    Exceptional Experiencebyby

Endeavor & Edge Series

|    Exceptional Experience

Established in 1983, Maytronics is 
celebrating 30 years as a pioneer 
and global leader in automatic pool 
cleaning technology. Sold worldwide 
in over 40 countries around the globe, 
Maytronics’ line of Dolphin robotic 
cleaners continues to set the standard 
for performance, efficiency, and 
technological innovation.

The latest generation of Dolphin 
robots has been internationally 
recognized as the cutting edge of 
pool cleaning technology, with an 
unmatched set of patented features 
paired with Dolphin’s legendary 
performance driven technology.

EDgEEnDEavor

60 feet60 feetCabel length

2.5 hours3 hoursCycle time

PPWall climbing

PWater line scrubbing

PPWeekly timer

PFull filter indicator

optional - basic remoteRemote control

Includes fine and ultra-fine filter cartridges.Includes fine and ultra-fine filter cartridges.Filter type

BottomBottomFilter access

PCaddy

24 month 
bumper-to-bumper

24 month 
bumper-to-bumper

Warranty

The Dolphin Endeavor & Edge line is manufactured for sale by professional pool 
and spa retailers. They are not intended for sale online. no Dolphin warranty 
coverage will be provided for Endeavor & Edge units purchased over the internet.

www.maytronicsus.com 
info@maytronicsus.com 
Tel: 1-888-Dolphin / 770-613-5050 
Fax: 770-613-5099

about 
Maytronics robotic Pool Cleaners

|    Exceptional Experiencebyby
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Atlantis, Apollo & Apollo Plus

|    Exceptional Experience

Established in 1983, Maytronics  
is celebrating 30 years as a pioneer 
and global leader in automatic pool 
cleaning technology. Sold worldwide 
in over 40 countries around the globe, 
Maytronics’ line of Dolphin robotic 
cleaners continues to set the standard 
for performance, efficiency,  
and technological innovation.

The latest generation of Dolphin 
robots has been internationally 
recognized as the cutting edge of 
pool cleaning technology, with an 
unmatched set of patented features 
paired with Dolphin’s legendary 
performance driven technology.

APollo PluSAPolloATlAnTiS

60 feet60 feet60 feetCabel length

1/2.5 hours2.5 hours3 hoursCycle time

PPPWall climbing

PPWater line scrubbing

PPPWeekly timer

PPFull filter indicator

Yes - basicRemote control

Fine porosity filter bag  
collects both fine particles  

and large debris

Fine porosity filter bag  
collects both fine particles  

and large debris

Fine porosity filter bag  
collects both fine particles  

and large debris
Filter type

BottomBottomBottomFilter access

PPCaddy

36 month 
 bumper–to-bumper

24 month 
 bumper–to-bumper

24 month 
 bumper–to-bumper

Warranty

The Atlantis, Apollo & Apollo Plus are manufactured for sale by professional  
pool and spa retailers. They are not intended for sale online. no Dolphin  
warranty coverage will be provided for Atlantis, Apollo & Apollo Plus units 
purchased over the internet.

www.maytronicsus.com 
info@maytronicsus.com 
Tel: 1-888-Dolphin / 770-613-5050 
Fax: 770-613-5099

About 
Maytronics Robotic Pool Cleaners

|    Exceptional Experiencebyby

Endeavor & Edge Series

|    Exceptional Experience

Established in 1983, Maytronics is 
celebrating 30 years as a pioneer 
and global leader in automatic pool 
cleaning technology. Sold worldwide 
in over 40 countries around the globe, 
Maytronics’ line of Dolphin robotic 
cleaners continues to set the standard 
for performance, efficiency, and 
technological innovation.

The latest generation of Dolphin 
robots has been internationally 
recognized as the cutting edge of 
pool cleaning technology, with an 
unmatched set of patented features 
paired with Dolphin’s legendary 
performance driven technology.

EDgEEnDEavor

60 feet60 feetCabel length

2.5 hours3 hoursCycle time

PPWall climbing

PWater line scrubbing

PPWeekly timer

PFull filter indicator

optional - basic remoteRemote control

Includes fine and ultra-fine filter cartridges.Includes fine and ultra-fine filter cartridges.Filter type

BottomBottomFilter access

PCaddy

24 month 
bumper-to-bumper

24 month 
bumper-to-bumper

Warranty

The Dolphin Endeavor & Edge line is manufactured for sale by professional pool 
and spa retailers. They are not intended for sale online. no Dolphin warranty 
coverage will be provided for Endeavor & Edge units purchased over the internet.

www.maytronicsus.com 
info@maytronicsus.com 
Tel: 1-888-Dolphin / 770-613-5050 
Fax: 770-613-5099

about 
Maytronics robotic Pool Cleaners
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Atlantis & Apollo Series
Superior pool cleaning – made easy

Robotic Pool Cleaners

The Dolphin Difference 
There is something about a Dolphin 
cleaner that lets you know it’s different 
from other robotic cleaners.

it’s a difference you can touch 
The moment you first open the box – the thickness  
of the shell, the quality of the brushes, the user-friendly 
and intuitive design.

it’s a difference that you can see 
As the Dolphin scrubs pool surfaces and vacuums  
away debris, leaving you with a sparkling clean pool.

And it’s a difference you can feel 
Every time you get in the pool, knowing that  
you have chosen an environmentally-friendly,  
cost-effective solution for clean, healthy water.

Full Pool Scanning 
To ensure thorough cleaning, your Dolphin 
cleaner is equipped with built in software 
that systematically cleans your entire pool 
regardless of your pool’s shape or surface.

Swivel cables 
Dolphin’s patented swivel cables eliminate 
tangled cables forever! As your Dolphin 
moves around the pool, its swivel ensures 
that the cable stays free and clear, allowing 
for complete pool coverage. 

Weekly timer 
Pre-set cleaning cycles throughout the week 
with the push of a button! Your Dolphin can 
automatically clean every 24 hours, 48 hours, 
or 72 hours for 3 consecutive cycles.

Full bag indicator
Your Dolphin will let you know when it’s  
not operating at peak performance due to  
a clogged filter. When the full bag indicator 
light comes on, you know it’s time to clean 
the filter. 

DIY Technology   
Dealer repairable in 20 minutes or less.

The Dolphin Atlantis, Apollo & Apollo Plus robotic cleaners  
were designed with the pool owner in mind – powerful 
performance coupled with Dolphin exclusive features that  
you won’t find in any other cleaner! Real solutions for real  
pool challenges.

Performance Driven Technology

See the Dolphin in Action

Endeavor & Edge Series
Superior pool cleaning – made easy

Full Pool Scanning 
To ensure thorough cleaning, your Dolphin 
cleaner is equipped with built in software 
that systematically cleans your entire pool 
regardless of your pool’s shape or surface.

Swivel cables 
Dolphin’s patented swivel cables eliminate 
tangled cables forever! As your Dolphin 
moves around the pool, its swivel ensures 
that the cable stays free and clear, allowing 
for complete pool coverage. 

Weekly timer 
Pre-set cleaning cycles throughout  
the week with the push of a button! 
Your Dolphin can automatically clean 
every 24 hours, 48 hours, or 72 hours 
for 3 consecutive cycles.

Full cartridge indicator 
Your Dolphin will let you know when 
it’s not operating at peak performance 
due to a clogged filter. When the full 
cartridge indicator light comes on,  
you know it’s time to clean the filter. 

DIY Technology  
Dealer repairable in 20 minutes or less.

The Dolphin Endeavor & Edge family of robotic cleaners was 
designed with the pool owner in mind – powerful performance 
coupled with Dolphin exclusive features that you won’t find in 
any other cleaner! real solutions for real pool challenges.

Performance Driven Technology

robotic Pool Cleaners

The Dolphin Difference 
There is something about a Dolphin 
cleaner that lets you know it’s different 
from other robotic cleaners.

It’s a difference you can touch 
The moment you first open the box – the thickness  
of the shell, the quality of the brushes, the user-friendly 
and intuitive design.

It’s a difference that you can see 
as the Dolphin scrubs pool surfaces and vacuums  
away debris, leaving you with a sparkling clean pool.

and it’s a difference you can feel 
Every time you get in the pool, knowing that  
you have chosen an environmentally-friendly,  
cost-effective solution for clean, healthy water.
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Atlantis, Apollo & Apollo Plus

|    Exceptional Experience

Established in 1983, Maytronics  
is celebrating 30 years as a pioneer 
and global leader in automatic pool 
cleaning technology. Sold worldwide 
in over 40 countries around the globe, 
Maytronics’ line of Dolphin robotic 
cleaners continues to set the standard 
for performance, efficiency,  
and technological innovation.

The latest generation of Dolphin 
robots has been internationally 
recognized as the cutting edge of 
pool cleaning technology, with an 
unmatched set of patented features 
paired with Dolphin’s legendary 
performance driven technology.

APollo PluSAPolloATlAnTiS

60 feet60 feet60 feetCabel length

1/2.5 hours2.5 hours3 hoursCycle time

PPPWall climbing

PPWater line scrubbing

PPPWeekly timer

PPFull filter indicator

Yes - basicRemote control

Fine porosity filter bag  
collects both fine particles  

and large debris

Fine porosity filter bag  
collects both fine particles  

and large debris

Fine porosity filter bag  
collects both fine particles  

and large debris
Filter type

BottomBottomBottomFilter access

PPCaddy

36 month 
 bumper–to-bumper

24 month 
 bumper–to-bumper

24 month 
 bumper–to-bumper

Warranty

The Atlantis, Apollo & Apollo Plus are manufactured for sale by professional  
pool and spa retailers. They are not intended for sale online. no Dolphin  
warranty coverage will be provided for Atlantis, Apollo & Apollo Plus units 
purchased over the internet.

www.maytronicsus.com 
info@maytronicsus.com 
Tel: 1-888-Dolphin / 770-613-5050 
Fax: 770-613-5099

About 
Maytronics Robotic Pool Cleaners
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Endeavor & Edge Series

|    Exceptional Experience

Established in 1983, Maytronics is 
celebrating 30 years as a pioneer 
and global leader in automatic pool 
cleaning technology. Sold worldwide 
in over 40 countries around the globe, 
Maytronics’ line of Dolphin robotic 
cleaners continues to set the standard 
for performance, efficiency, and 
technological innovation.

The latest generation of Dolphin 
robots has been internationally 
recognized as the cutting edge of 
pool cleaning technology, with an 
unmatched set of patented features 
paired with Dolphin’s legendary 
performance driven technology.

EDgEEnDEavor

60 feet60 feetCabel length

2.5 hours3 hoursCycle time

PPWall climbing

PWater line scrubbing

PPWeekly timer

PFull filter indicator

optional - basic remoteRemote control

Includes fine and ultra-fine filter cartridges.Includes fine and ultra-fine filter cartridges.Filter type

BottomBottomFilter access

PCaddy

24 month 
bumper-to-bumper

24 month 
bumper-to-bumper

Warranty

The Dolphin Endeavor & Edge line is manufactured for sale by professional pool 
and spa retailers. They are not intended for sale online. no Dolphin warranty 
coverage will be provided for Endeavor & Edge units purchased over the internet.

www.maytronicsus.com 
info@maytronicsus.com 
Tel: 1-888-Dolphin / 770-613-5050 
Fax: 770-613-5099

about 
Maytronics robotic Pool Cleaners
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